1. Explain how Stanley’s plan was going to work once they reached camp? Did his plan work?

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What did the boys uncover in the hole where the lipstick tube was found?
   a. a sack 
   b. a treasure chest 
   c. a suitcase 
   d. a treasure map 

3. What else did the boys unhappily discover in the hole?
   __________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

4. To Stanley’s surprise what did he find out about his stay at Camp Green Lake?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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5. Why was Zero able to leave with Stanley?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

6. How was the curse lifted?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Why didn’t the spotted lizards bite Stanley and Zero?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

8. What name did Stanley’s father give to his foot odor neutralizer?
   a. Sam’s helper
   b. Sploosh
   c. Green Lake
   d. Onion away
1. Explain how Stanley's plan was going to work once they reached camp? Did his plan work?

Stanley planned that they would sneak into Camp Green Lake after everyone finished digging for the day, and hide out in Stanley's hole until nightfall. They would dig as long as it seemed safe, and then treasure or no treasure they would leave. However, this plan didn't quite work out. They never made it out of the hole without being discovered.

2. What did the boys uncover in the hole where the lipstick tube was found?
   - a sack
   - a treasure chest
   - a suitcase
   - a treasure map

3. What else did the boys unhappily discover in the hole?

The boys also discovered that the hole was a yellow-spotted lizards' nest, and they were in the heart of it.

4. To Stanley's surprise What did he find out about his stay at Camp Green Lake?

Stanley found out that his stay at Camp Green Lake was over yesterday. Had he been there he would have been released. His father somehow hired a lawyer and they proved that Stanley was innocent, allowing him to be released.
5. Why was Zero able to leave with Stanley?

Zero was able to leave with Stanley because when Stanley’s lawyer started asking about Zero she quickly realized the Warden had no information on him. Since the Warden destroyed all of Zero’s files she could not prove why he was there, how long his sentence was, or how long he had already been at camp. Due to this Zero was also released from Camp Green Lake.

6. How was the curse lifted?

The curse was lifted when unbeknownst to Stanley, he carried the great-great-great-grandson of Madame Zeroni, Hector Zeroni (Zero), up the mountain. This fulfilled the promise that Stanley’s no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-grandfather made to Madame Zeroni many years ago.

7. Why didn’t the spotted lizards bite Stanley and Zero?

The spotted lizards didn’t bite Stanley and Zero because they don’t like onion blood, and onions were what the boys had been living on in the desert.

8. What name did Stanley’s father give to his foot odor neutralizer?

b. Sploosh